BayanTech and Projetex: Integration of both customer and supplier databases

BayanTech
Egypt
BayanTech is a Localization Sage for African & Middle Eastern Language solutions. It was established in 2004 with a planned strategy to effectively fulfill customers’ requirements in translation and localization. During this time, we have successfully achieved a brilliant track record for Thousands of projects with corporate clients, including several global top organizations such as Nokia, Microsoft, Google, Apple, Sony, Yahoo, World Bank, Alcatel, Lucent, UN, and many more.

BayanTech operates in accordance with the principle: You Flexible and Reliable Localization partner. To supply the working of this principle, BayanTech was looking for an efficient, practical and flexible translation management system that would be able to handle an extensive database of resources working within their specialist translation sectors whether in-house or Freelance ones to control and manage the workflow along with customer’s data & projects’ WBS Work Breakdown Structure created by our Project management staff.

Acquired in November 2012, Projetex proved to allow the integration of both customer and supplier databases making BayanTech’s multilingual project management more efficient and accurate to achieve our internal & external Six-Sigma Roadmap objectives.

Today, BayanTech has a network of offices/branches (Egypt, KSA, UAE, South Africa, USA) and has become one of the largest Localization companies in Egypt (headquarters), carrying over 800 multilingual projects every month.

Projetex enables the project and customer information exchange between the offices, staff, resources, and internal departments as well as helping to manage the entire Localization cycle/workflow.

“the best aspects about Projetex is the ability to store the customer projects under the customer file, tracking progress, POs, Invoices, making generic reports as the access to the files 24/7 with ease”, - Mohamed Salah, Project Management Team Leader.

With Projetex successful workflow management, solid quality control and working within the ISO9001 standards, BayanTech’s reputation continues to surpass through the Years.

www.bayan-tech.com